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Embedded questions are often islands (i.e., they disallow A-bar extraction), but cross-linguistic 

variation has been reported. In Spanish, the theoretical literature has argued that extraction is 

possible when the embedded question is introduced by interrogatives that are not arguments of 

the verb (e.g., if, when, why) [1], but acceptability judgment studies are at odds with these 

claims, since they have found island effects with such interrogatives [2,3,4]. Notably, neither 

the theoretical literature nor the experimental literature reports a contrast between if and other 

(wh-) non-argumental interrogatives, even though such a difference might be expected under 

the featural Relativized Minimality (fRM) account of islandhood [5]. According to fRM, 

extraction from embedded questions is banned when the syntactic features of the extractee 

overlap with the syntactic features of the interrogative introducing the embedded question. Such 

an overlap is expected when the embedded question is introduced by a wh-interrogative, but 

not necessarily when it is introduced by if, because it is likely that only wh-interrogatives share 

with the extractee an operator feature. Here we present the results of two acceptability judgment 

studies assessing the extractability of if and when questions. Our findings suggest that if and 

when questions indeed differ in extractability, as predicted by fRM. 

Method. We carried out two acceptability judgment experiments with native speakers of 

Spanish. Experiment 1 (n = 47, 26.5 years, 34 females) tested if island effects and Experiment 

2 (n = 48, 39.3 years, 29 females) tested when island effects. Experimental items (n = 18, Table 

1) were questions in which a complex wh-phrase (e.g., which officer) was moved out of a 

subordinate clause. Items followed a 2×3 design based on a paradigm widely used to identify 

island effects and isolate them from other sources of unacceptability [e.g., 6]. This design 

manipulated the Distance between the moved wh-phrase and its gap (short vs. long: compare 

a,b,c vs. d,e,f) and the type of Structure of the embedded clause: declarative (a,d), question 

embedded under ask (b,e) or question embedded under know (c,f) (Embedded question island 

effects were tested with both ask and know due to previous claims that the type of embedding 

verb might affect extractability in Spanish [7].) A statistical interaction between Distance and 

Structure is considered evidence of an island effect, since it indicates that island sentences are 

less acceptable than predicted by the sum of the effects of a long-distance dependency and the 

island structure [6]. Ratings were given on a 7-point scale and were z-score transformed before 

data analysis. All items were presented together with an introductory context sentence. 

Table 1. Sample set for embedded if question islands. The same materials were used for when 

islands, replacing if by when. 

 a. short 

declarative 

¿Qué funcionario __ pensaba que habíamos recogido el paquete? 

‘Which officer thought that we had picked up the package?’ 

 b. short 

ask question 

¿Qué funcionario __ preguntó si habíamos recogido el paquete? 

‘Which officer asked if we had picked up the package?’ 

 c. short 

know question 

¿Qué funcionario __ no sabía si habíamos recogido el paquete? 

‘Which officer didn’t know if we had picked up the package?’ 

 d. long 

declarative 

¿Qué paquete pensaba el funcionario que habíamos recogido __? 

‘Which package did the officer think that we had picked up?’ 



 e. long 

ask question 

 ¿Qué paquete preguntó el funcionario si habíamos recogido __? 

‘Which package did the officer ask if we had picked up?’ 

 f. long 

know question 

¿Qué paquete no sabía el funcionario si habíamos recogido __? 

‘Which package did the officer not know if we had picked up?’ 

 

Results and discussion. We observed significant Distance × Structure interactions for 

extraction out of both if and when questions (if: β = −.598, SE = .103, p = .000; when: β = 

−2.505, SE = .138, p < .000; Figure 1), indicating that in both cases there were island effects. 

But while when questions yielded classic island effects, related to unacceptability with both 

embedding verbs (long ask when z = −.63, long know when z = −.23), if questions yielded only 

mild degradation, with ratings in the acceptable range also with both embeding verbs (long ask 

if z = .40, long know if z = .55). The contrast between the two interrogatives can be explained 

under featural Relativized Minimality (fRM): The extractee bears an operator [+Wh] feature 

that is checked by movement. When bears this feature as well, as it is a wh-word that has moved 

to reach its final position, but if can be considered a base-generated complementizer bearing no 

such feature. As a result, extraction from when questions is banned by the syntax, but extraction 

from if questions is not. We suggest that the degradation obtained in if questions has an 

extrasyntactic, processing cause. Specifically, while if is unlikely to share syntactic features 

with the extractee, both have question semantics, and semantic similarity can cause interference 

in processing, preventing the retrieval or encoding of the extractee at the position where it 

receives its thematic role [e.g., 8,9,10]. 

 

 
Figure 1. Interaction plots of if and when embedded question islands. The greater the ‘alligator 

mouth’, the greater the interaction. Error bars represent standard error. 
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